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powers that the seventeenth-century struggle turned, but the rightsto
pardon a criminal or grant a peerage ware qJso pafl_nfj:hft
the ordinary prerogative. They could be exercised at
the King's discretion. The contest could not be settled as a matter
of law and indeed involved the execution of one King and the
expulsion of another. None the less the rival theories and very real
difficulties involved are best understood by a study of the leading
cases, most of which were decided in favour of the Crown. The great
taxation cases, Bates' Case and The Case of Ship Money have already
been discussed/ so too have the cases relating to the dispensing
power, Thomas v. Sorrell and Godden v. Hales.* Another case of
the first importance was Darnel's or The Five Knights* Case (1627),
3 St. Tr. 1 ; K. & L, 49; wSefe it was held that it was a sufficient
answer to a writ of habeas corpus to state that a prisoner was
detained without cause shown per speciale mandatum regis (by the
special order of the King). No better example can be given of the
problem of the absolute prerogative* It was the law that the King
had a right to exercise a power of preventive arrest which could not
be"questi6ned by the courts. » In Darnel's Case this power was used
to enforce taxation levied without the consent of Parliament* The
right of Parliament to control taxation came into conflict with a pre-
rogative power recognised by law* The arbitrary power of committal
was declared illegal by the Petition of Right, 1628, and the Statute
of 1640 (16 Car. 1, c. 10, s. 8) guaranteed to the subject the writ of
habeas corpus against the King and his Council.
The Solution The problem of the prerogative was solved in two stages. The first
is that of the seventeenth-century struggle culminating in the Revolu-
tion Settiement of 1689? The Bill of Rigllts declared illegal certain
specific abuses of the prerogative. Moreover the Settlemen^maj;^,
the fined triumph of the view that tfaereTwas no extraordjMr^ jpje*
rogaffvelthove the law.* It is in this sense" that a prerogative power
majTBe described as a common law power, (Derived from this
ancient pre-eminence of the Crown it is a power which the common
J^&o^cognises as exercisable by the King. The powers so recogiifseJ*
are many and important, e.g. tKe^rfgnt to summon and dissolve
Parliament, the right to declare war and make peace. There was,
howerer, even after 1689 scope for conflict between King and Parlia-
ment^he^cond^^	growth of responsible government and
the estaBishn^^	monarchy, as it is understood
to-day.8f The meaning of responsible government has already been
explained.4 It became established that the prerogative powers could
only be exercised through and on the advice of Ministers responsible
to Parliament.
1 P. 34, ante	»p.3

